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Canadian Family Built, Owned and Operated since 1946
It all started way back in the early 1930s, when A.J.
(Jim) Lecuyer was working as a fishing/hunting guide.
During the winter months he worked as a logger. Then in
1945 after returning from World War II, he had purchased
the land that the camp is on today. In the early days, great
many of his hunters came from the mid west U.S. of A. In
the '40s and '50s they had no deer, here they knew deer
were big and plentiful.
Hunting was a way of life, lessons learned were passed
on from his father and Grandfather. In fact, even Grandma
Lecuyer was a pretty good shot as a couple of fall hunters
found out. Seemed a buck was in Grandma’s small garden
one too many times. So Grandma shot the buck. Two guests
who happened to be at the camp at the time, fancied themselves as upstart taxidermists. Asking her if they could have the
cape and antlers, she obliged. Couple years later on a return trip to the lodge, these two fellows brought the mounted deer
head and presented it to her. That buck is still hanging around the camp today, only on the lodge wall, not Grandma’s
garden!
Hunting the big bush through the '40s, '50s and '60s certainly wasn’t the
easiest task to be sure. The clothing, equipment they had back then is not like
anything we have today. Still, the deer, moose and bear were prolific which
helped the hunt a lot.
Up until the untimely passing of Jim in 1984, he still did some big game
guiding, as well as hunting with family members and friends. Each and every
year looking forward to the changing color of the leaves, and to the start of
another hunting season.
My fellow hunters . . .
I would like to first thank you for considering our lodge for your next hunt. Growing up in this business has been like
living a dream life for me. As a kid of 8 years old shooting my first grouse I was hooked! Being a part of my first deer drives
to the first time I was able to guide on my own. All the great many hunts I have been a part of, from ducks, bear, deer and
moose. All the terrific folks I have been able to hunt and trade stories with. I am thankful for having the opportunity to be
a part of. My old man was a pretty special kind of guy. Finding this terrific spot, clearing the land, building cabins and
starting his own business from the ground up. He shared many great skills and started a great many traditions. Today,
although we cater to a larger number of hunters from around the globe, we do so still based on that same solid foundation
which my father started. Tradition of trust, service and positive attitude. As the proud father of two very lovely and talented
daughters, both who enjoy the outdoors, fishing and hunting. I am looking forward to the day when they to will continue
in our rich and rewarding history of helping thousands of folks
fulfill their dream hunts.
Our camp has been in constant development over 60 years
plus. We endeavor to provide the best in accommodations,
equipment, meals and trained professional guides to help out
each of our clients. Our packages are “no hidden cost”. I truly
believe you will not find (as a great many of our clients will tell
you) a better all round, complete hunting package loaded with
this much quality (including great game) anywhere today! You
may book your first hunt with us as a new guest, but you’ll be
returning as an old friend! I look forward to personally
discussing with you your next quality hunt!
Great hunting . . . Dan Lecuyer

All inclusive hunts include: Phone: 1-800-201-2100
• Meals (outstanding cuisine) All you can eat, including
dinner cocktails, cooked around your schedule
• Accommodations (quality, fully equipped) your group’s
own insulated cabin, daily maid service
• Guides (trained, licensed, professional), bail blinds, giant
tower blinds (with urinals) and ladder stands, ground
blinds, pop up blinds
• Pre-scouting
• Transportation to hunting areas in 4 wheel drive vehicles
and 4 wheelers
• Tracking, field dressing, trophy care of head and hide
• Help getting animal back to camp

• Free hanging to age meat in our walk-in cooler
• All gas guides use for the hunt
• Processing of all fish and game (butchering of big game
additional)
• All live bait for fishing
• Decoys, duck boats
• All camo netting, blinds
• Retriever if you do not have one
• Airport pick-up and return (from International Falls,
MN, Fort Frances or Kenora included with deer or
moose hunt
• Enjoy a relaxing sauna after your day’s hunt!

Meet your pro staff guides
Dan Lecuyer – Owner/Manager
Professional Master Guide
Wildlife Educator,
Whitetail, Moose, Bear, Waterfowl
Dan grew up in the hunting lodge business. Assisting other veteran guides on
their hunts at a young age, learning most
of his skills through his father who started
the lodge in the mid '40s. Dan’s knowledge of BIG GAME Animals, Waterfowl
and their habitat has produced a great
many super hunts for his many clients. As
well, Dan’s abilities have helped train
more than 30 professional guides. Dan
oversees all aspects of his clients’ hunts as
well as being a working guide himself.

Mario Fequet
Professional Master Guide
Whitetail, Moose, Bear, Waterfowl
20 years plus as a professional guide and
trapper. Mario’s experience with big game
and waterfowl is second to none. Raised
in the bush of north-eastern Quebec. He
started guiding for caribou and coastal
waterfowl, moose and deer. His years of
trapping and logging in the winters has
allowed him a better understanding of animals than most. His tracking skills are
fantastic. He is one of our finest and
fastest at caping out the many trophies
that pass through our lodge each year.
Certainly one of the most all-round, professional guides we have on staff.

Rich Organ
Professional Master Guide
Whitetail, Moose, Bear, Waterfowl
Rich’s attitude and bush-wise skills, have
placed him highly respected by both his
clients as well as his fellow professionals.
With over 28 years experience on Moose,
Waterfowl and 12 years experience guiding for Whitetail and Bear. An avid outdoorsman, with a great knowledge for the
bush and the animals.

Jerry Lecuyer
Master Guide
Whitetail, Moose
Jerry has over 27 years in deer and moose
hunting. He grew up in the business and
has had excellent success in his ability to
call Big Moose. Taking time off each fall
to guide in Big Bush as well as Farmland
Whitetail hunts, during moose season. Let
Jerry help put you on your next trophy.

Everett Jackson
Master Guide
Whitetail, Moose
‘EV’, has over 37 years experience in Big
Bush hunting for Whitetails and Moose.
Not many know it any better. Coming
from a long line of hunters in a large family. His skills in locating, tracking are
some of the best in the business. Ev is a
master mechanic by trade. We are very
fortunate to have his services during the
fall hunting season.

Curry Fequet
Professional Master Guide
Whitetail, Moose, Bear, Waterfowl
Curry’s attitude as well as bush wise
skills, have placed him highly respected
by both his clients as well as his fellow
guides. Starting out with over 20 years as
a caribou guide in northern Quebec. His
experience covers the same amount of
time for both moose bear and waterfowl.
With several years of whitetail guiding
mixed in. He is also one of our finest
game trackers! A great many trophies
have been harvested by his many clients.

WORLD CLASS DUCK HUNTING
Duck Hunting . . .
We are uniquely located, halfway up
the east central side of Lake of the
Woods.
Here, countless shallow back water bays
and ponds offer the largest mass of wild
rice found on any lake in Northwestern
Ontario. Very large numbers of mallards,
blue wing teal, wood ducks and black
ducks nest in these areas.
Don’t let others try to fool you on
Ontario ducks. We are the MAIN
STAGING AREA
for
northern
flights on their way south. No other lake
can boast both the numbers and length of
time the ducks will stay. We are a full day and night’s flight from the far northern breeding and nesting grounds. Here
they stop to feed on our lush food source, and preen for their continued flight south.
This is not a hit or miss situation! You’ll find no excuses here. We attract the northern flights of mallards, ring necks,
buffleheads. Including major rafts of goldeneyes and bluebills. Our family has been in this area for over 75 years, and
have catered to water fowlers since our lodge was first established in 1946. We are not new to the hunt, and have catered
to hunters from around the world. All our Pro Staff guides are professionally trained. We have ALL the equipment to
insure you and your group a most successful hunting experience. Including hunting dogs, over 700 decoys, military
camo netting, a fleet of canoes, giant bail blinds, duck plucking machines. We use 21 ft. boats to transport your group
to the different hunting areas in the darkness. Powered by 150 h.p. motors or better. We also own flat bottom duck boats
with air cooled 35 h.p. Gator tail motors and use smaller 16 ft. boats with 25 h.p. motors to transfer your group up into
the shallow backwaters.
Major flights of ducks, the most experienced, full trained and knowledgeable guides, Family run hunting lodge for over
53 years, Finest Equipment, Excellent accommodations, Finest north woods cuisine. ALL THIS adds up to, SIMPLY
THE BEST HUNTING you and your group could possibly experience in Ontario, Canada . . .
In 1997, Greg Severson, of Cabela’s, hunted with us and had this to say. “I’ve hunted different species of ducks in many
places, from the prairies, coastal, South America to overseas. I had forgotten how much fun bluebill hunting was till
now. This is THE BEST I’ve yet to experience, they just kept coming, any closer and I could hit them with my barrel.”
If your duck hunting adventure is for a smaller party, couples, larger groups or corporate incentive outings, you owe it
to yourself and your group, to experience the VERY BEST Ontario, Canada has to offer. There really is no other choice.
As in the saying “only being able to count close friends on one hand,” so too is the truth that there are only a few REAL
QUALITY guides available anymore. These Professionals work exclusively for Lecuyer’s Lodge. Contact us, let us
help in customizing your perfect duck hunt.
The hunts are combo, so you and your group can enjoy some excellent upland game hunting and fishing as well. All
your superb meals are catered around your group’s schedule. For the Novice, we can help in instructing you in the basic
fundamentals. From your basic personal outfitting needs, to learning different duck hunting techniques. Including, calls
and calling, decoy patterns, hunting with different wind conditions, building the perfect blind, concealment and more.
For the ardent, experienced duck hunters, we can offer some excellent shooting in some of the most unique settings
and with no crowds. Your dogs will have an excellent workout under different conditions. You will only need to bring
your personal gear, guns, ammo, as we will provide all the rest in equipment and a hassle-free environment.
As we run a very high rate of returning guests under this package, you should contact the lodge as soon as possible,
for any limited opening for this year or to book for next year’s hunt.

CANADA’S BEST WING SHOOTING

We shot limits daily, it’s everything you said and more. This is duck hunting most
hunters can only dream of having thanks again. South Whitfield, MS

Again the best duck hunting I could ask for. Our group of 4 shot well over 600 shells in
our 3 days of hunting. Tim Burns, OH

We Put you on Birds!

1-800-201-2100
Winter Cell: 1-815-549-7758

GROUSE HUNTING
Perhaps no finer eating bird with its plump, juicy white breast meat. Like nothing you’ve seen before with their unique wings
and fan-like tail enabling fast flight and lightning turns. Truly one of, if not the finest upland game birds ever. Certainly the
fastest for its size. We are centrally located amongst the strongest populations of ruffed grouse in all of Canada. As well, there
are nice pockets of both sharptail and the very beautiful spruce grouse. There is nothing more picturesque than walking down
a colorful autumn trail. On still, sunny mornings or afternoons, you hear the sounds of songbirds and other wildlife playing
melodies for you. Then, suddenly, you’re startled by the thundering sounds of feathers beating in the still air. Your gun comes
up . . . lightning in speed by this time your bird banks a hard 90 straight into the bush, get the picture! There are miles of logging trails, and we also have our own special trails, no need to walk through the thick bush here. A very relaxing style of upland
game hunting with plenty of close range shots.
Limits are 5 per day, 15 in possession. As with any of our hunts, they are tailored to your group. Our upland game hunting is
perhaps some of the finest in the world. Although some groups come exclusively for these birds, we can combine your grouse
hunt with your duck hunt and fishing. Making for truly a most memorable fall trip ever.

CALL NOW! 1-800-201-2100
Winter Cell: 1-815-549-7758

100% FAIR CHASE HUNTS FOR TROPHY WHITETALS!
No baiting! Just great scouting!! No dogs! Just superb stand placement!

I’ve hunted several states including 3 provinces. Yours is truly
the best organized! Super hard working guides, unbelievable
accommodations and food. All that and Monster whitetails too!
Bob Rogers PA

Canada’s Best Fair Chase Outfitter since 1946

The Greatest Whitetail hunts on Earth!
Deer . . . Islands and Bush Hunts
We are hunting on over half a million acres of government land. Our hunts
are done in the big bush and the many islands and peninsulas that are on our
lake. To grasp the tremendous mass of area we are hunting, you should first
know this. The lake has over one million surface acres of water. Over
14,684 islands, more than 65,000 miles of shoreline. Fact is, we need not
ever hunt the same island or peninsula or bush trail more than once.
Providing every group that hunts with us, fresh untouched or previously disturbed trophy whitetail opportunities. You will not see other orange hunting
jackets except for your group! …
We take only a limited amount of hunters each year, helping to ensure your success! …
Northwestern Ontario has consistently and will continue to produce heavier bodied (the largest body size in North America)
and large racked deer. They are plentiful here. Racks ranging from 10 to 20 points are not uncommon. Field dressed, these
deer are weighing from 225 to 300 lbs. average 250 lb. The deer range from 130’s to mid 170’s typical, 165 to 250 nontypical.
Consistently, harvesting a good 70% on an average year to a high of 85% success rate or better on a great year! …
We are uniquely situated. Lecuyer’s Tru-Tail Lodge is smack dab in the middle of the 6 best hunting zones in Ontario. These
zones hold the highest concentration of deer. One of these zones has also been designated bow and muzzle loader exclusively and has been that way for several years. Lots of these deer have never seen man their whole life. Within minutes of the lodge
you can be hunting that trophy buck you’ve always dreamt about.
Ontario hosts the largest population of whitetail deer in all of Canada! …
We have a mix of terrain – from high rocky, heavily treed ground to low swampy areas and beaver ponds. There are over half
a million acres of boreal forest surrounding undoubtedly the finest forage, cover and protection that make for bigger, older
deer. This is the best place for reclusive old bucks to get away from the hunting pressure. This is not a hunt for the weak or
timid. This is perhaps the finest, true trophy whitetail hunt left in North America. You must be in relatively good shape, as you
may expect to walk 1-3 miles a day. You may also harvest a timber wolf at no extra charge on this hunt (plus licence cost).
Less than 10% of mature bucks in this area are harvested by hunters! . . . average age of deer harvested, 4.5 -7.5 years of age.
More mature bucks here, are killed by timber wolves and the winters that are so hard on old bucks! …
Our hunts run 6 days and are buck only. Lecuyer’s Tru-Tail Lodge employs the finest qualified, most highly skilled guides
available anywhere. These men love to hunt and love being in the bush. They respect it, gives back to them employment and
food for the long, cold winters. They’ll employ for you all their secrets and techniques – all of the knowledge passed on to
them from their fathers, whose only store back then was Mother Nature’s, and for the most part, still is.
We hunt peak rut times only, and after all foliage is off the under brush! …
All hunting areas have been pre-scouted, to help insure a successful hunt! …
Here we use the three basic styles of deer hunts . . . stands, stalking and slow drives. The methods vary with the area you’re
hunting, size of your party, weapons, weather, time of day, etc. This place has long been known by the few who were not afraid
to venture forth as the place to bag BIG deer. Just ask around . . . talk to any old-timers who were here. They will all tell you
that you haven’t hunted woods until you’ve been in our bush. Contact us now to get started on your Canadian Trophy Deer
Hunt. Put the odds in your favor, be one of the few to bag a true northwoods trophy buck.
As an added bonus, after you have harvested your trophy whitetail, why not try some of our outstanding fishing or fantastic
grouse hunting. Both of these are free extras for hunters (licence cost extra) including boat, motor, gas and live bait!

CALL NOW! 1-800-201-2100
Winter Cell: 1-815-549-7758

TROPHY WHITETAIL HUNTS IN THE LAND OF THE GIANTS
Farm Land Hunts:
Lecuyer’s has put together a lease on over 8,900 acres of woods and farmland, 45 miles southwest of the lodge. 4 farms encompassing 32 separate pieces of Prime hunting property. We have exclusive hunting rights for several years on all the properties.
Together with each land owner we are managing both the type of hunt and number of hunters. Unlike the Island/bush hunts,
here we are stand hunting only. We have built some of the finest tower stands anywhere. Being 18' off the ground, with a building 6' by 4' by 6' high. Shooting lanes out all 4 sides, padded swivel seat and urinal, they are very comfortable. Along with the
tower blinds we also use the new ground blinds, giant bail blinds and ladder stands. All are over Alfalfa fields on the timber’s
edge. This small pocket of Ontario grows some of the richest Alfalfa in the world! The deer love it. There are plenty of river
bottoms and watering holes scattered throughout the land. Here, we do two, 7 day hunts, taking only up to a maximum of 24
hunters in one season. For those who do not like to walk, this is the hunt for you. You will see plenty of deer each day. Our
guides will transport you and your party to your blinds each day. Here we provide one pro guide for each two hunters. Your
guide will be spotting off a different stand for you, in case you may not see something you like. Managing the hunt was the
only way in which these farms would allow this land to be hunted for the first time. Should you book with a party of 6 or more
hunters in your group, we will not take any other hunters on the farms the same time. Ontario hosts the second largest whitetail deer herd in Canada. This hunting zone hosts one of the highest deer densities in the entire province. This is the same deer
herd as in northern Minnesota. The state of Minnesota has the highest number of record book bucks, in the top 50 ever taken.
Some of our land is actually just on the other side of the river that separates Canada from Minnesota. The difference being,
you will not have a million hunters walking through the woods with you. This is a great opportunity to harvest a Canadian trophy of your own. Our package is all inclusive with no add on trophy or fees. We look forward to having you join us on this
trophy Canadian whitetail hunt.

I just wanted to drop a note to express our enjoyment on the hunting trip last week. It was a great experience and we appreciated all the staff while we were there. The food was good and the guides knew what they were doing and the layout of the land.
We appreciate your assistance with getting our meat processed and our deer heads mounted. We look forward to doing business with you again. Benny Mitchel, WV

A TRULY FIRST CLASS MOOSE HUNT
Trophy Moose
Lecuyer’s is located in a very unique area, in that besides the excellent whitetail hunting areas, we also boast some prime
moose hunting opportunities. We have some vast areas that have timber harvesting going on. These are ideal locations. The
region boasts nice pockets of animals. All areas are pre-scouted by our pro hunting staff to help insure your success. We hunt
both the “caps” cut over ridges and around the many small lakes and swamp areas. These are some of the largest bodied moose
in North America. We take nice racks each year ranging from 38" to 55". The package hunt is truly all inclusive, you need
only bring your personal gear, guns and ammo. We provide all transportation to and from hunting areas, using newer 4x4
trucks and 4 wheelers. Nothing is spared to help in both finding and helping to get your trophy out. You are provided One pro
staff hunting guide for each 2 hunters in your party. Additional guides are available at your request. A complete information
package will be forwarded to you and your group once your booking has been confirmed with the lodge. As we have only a
limited number of trophy hunts available each year you should contact the lodge well ahead of your targeted hunting dates to
avoid disappointment in not getting to hunt this year or next.

CALL NOW! 1-800-201-2100
Winter Cell: 1-815-549-7758

COMBO BIG GAME 9 DAY
TROPHY WHITETAIL, MOOSE HUNT
Perhaps the ultimate Northwoods hunt available today. We offer a complete 9 day fully guided trophy whitetail, moose hunt.
Get the very best, North America’s two biggest prize animals in one extreme hunt. This is definitely the most memorable hunt
you will ever take. That's why we call this hunt The Ultimate.

Trophy Bear Hunts
Lecuyer’s Tru-Tail Lodge is located in an area which supports a very healthy bear population. We do our own conservation
by limiting the dates of hunts as well as the number of hunters we accept each year.
Our Pro Staff hunting guides select and diligently service all bait sets. They ensure your safety by using safe reliable tree
stands. Your guide will work with you throughout and after your hunt, including tracking and cleaning, will take proper care
of your meat and trophy hide. Because it is indeed a trophy you are wanting, we operate our hunts only during the first three
weeks of the season. By doing this, we ensure your highest possible success, while ensuring the best quality of your trophy
hide.
We offer both bow and muzzle loader hunts as well as rifle and shotgun. We also run camera only hunts at reduced rates.

Fine Antler Products . . . and more
Looking for that one very unique item, to help enhance, complete the elegance and beauty of your home or cottage? Perhaps
a special gift to pass on to a loved one or friend. Fine Antler Products can offer all this and more. Each piece is hand built using
authentic big game animal sheds. Unlike the vast majority of reproductions you’ll see elsewhere! Let us build you your very own,
one of a kind, truly breathtaking piece of antler artwork. Call or e-mail for a complete colored catalog or simply visit our website.

Moose
Chandelier
38-45” diameter
38-45” high
Shown with
downlight

Electric Wall
Sconces

Natural Wood Back
Available as
singles or
matched pairs

The Chief
– Mule Deer
Two tier
chandelier
38” diameter
38” high
10 lights

Moose Tripod Coffee Table
25” high, 42” or 48” Round Glass

WWW.ANTLER-DECOR.COM

THE LOCKER
Open to ALL hunters, hunting anywhere in Northwestern Ontario. We are the only wild game locker plant. Offering complete services including, hanging, weighing, butchering and wrapping services, cape and skull cap services, custom smoke
meats, sausage, deer sticks.
Game is stored in our 18’x24’ digital controlled walk in cooler w/hang rails. A 10’x12’ walk in freezer and a separate cutting
and wrap room! Everything is backed up by a standby generator to ensure no spoilage.
Do you know, meats do not age unless in the correct temperature! Meats don’t age in warm or frozen state. Proper temps to
both store and age meat is between 34-39 degrees F. This is what our cooler runs at all times. Why not taste the difference!!
We are pleased to say, that all guests of Lecuyer’s Lodge, will receive FREE game hanging while guests of the lodge!

Locker phone # 807-484-2448

ACCOMMODATIONS

Whether you’re a corporate planner scouting out prospective
getaway meeting places or incentive outings, a dad looking
for the ideal place to bring your son or daughter or perhaps
that special retreat with your favorite lady, to a group of
hardcore hunters, Lecuyer’s lodge is your BEST BET!

Truly above average accommodations for a lodge in
the northwoods.
ALL COTTAGES ARE NEW OR NEWLY
REMODELED FOR THE 2007 SEASON. Each is
heated with AC electric service and has automatic
hot water. Full and complete kitchens including auto
coffee makers. We have one, two and three bedroom
cottages that can accommodate up to 11 guests.
Hosting quality throughout with carpeted living room
floors and vinyl kitchens and baths. New couches,
mattresses and knotty pine boards throughout. Fresh
linens, pillows and blankets are furnished. Bath
towels are supplied along with daily maid service.

Phone: 1-800-201-2100

NORTHWOODS DINING
Truly the finest northwoods cuisine. Our chefs create and prepare very tasteful and unique dishes from the freshest of
fruits, vegetables and meats. All bread, buns, pies and different desserts are made from scratch just like grandmother did.

Breakfast is ordered off an open menu with several choices offered.
Besides a full salad bar, dinners through the week are a set menu from the
following: leg of pork, 1/2 chicken, rack of ribs, beef stroganoff, steaks,
spaghetti, roast turkey, beef roast, fresh breads and homemade pies and
cakes.

A detailed Hunter’s kit will be sent to you prior to your hunt with us. The kit will outline arrival, departure times, a
typical suggested schedule of your hunting days, suggested list of personal gear to bring, information from where you
are, to find us. Some of the rules and regulations for entering Canada. As well all the papers needed to bring your guns.
• No Hunting Reservation will be held without correct deposit for entire hunting party booked.
• All Big Game hunts are payable in full, 60 days prior to your group’s hunt.
• No Refunds on trip Cancellations, however at lodge discretion may be applied to future hunt within 1 year subject to
administration fees.
• You are responsible for entire trip and group size booked ABSOLUTELY No refunds. Guests are responsible for full
time and services reserved. No refunds for reduction in party size, late arrivals or early departures.

Things not included:
• Licences, Taxes, gratuities, transportation to lodge

How we Rank

Canada’s whitetail deer population
Alberta

Bucks taken in OUR part of the Province of
Ontario and their rankings in Ontario’s Top 10

Whitetail Typical
(harvested in Northwestern Ontario)
Numbers out of Top 10
Ranking
Score
2nd
183.5
3rd
179.7
6th
177.1
7th
177.0
Whitetail, Non-Typical
(harvested in Northwestern Ontario)
Ranking
Score
1st
250.1
2nd
240.6
7th
208.5
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The province of Ontario has 42 Boone and Crocket bucks, recorded between 95-98.
Catering to groups, sportsmen and corporate outings since 1946.
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Flying commercial, take Northwest Airlines to International Falls, MN or Kenora, Ontario, from any point int the U.S.A. Ground transportation will be arranged to the lodge. From points outside North America, commercial flights to Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada.
Private aircraft can fly direct to Nestor Falls. Wheeled planes can land by the lodge, using our public 3800', hard surface airstrip. Landing and
tie downs are free to guests. Incoming U.S. planes should phone or file a flight plan to clear Canadian Customs at Fort Frances, Ontario or at
another airport of entry. You’ll find our airstrip listed “Nestor Falls Airport” on U.S. and Canadian W.A.C. and V.N.C. air charts.

Airports
Airport
International Falls, MN
Fort Frances, ON
Nestor Falls, ON

Runway
5000', Hard
6000', Hard
3800', Hard

Traffic Advisory
Unicom 122.8
Unicom 122.8
129.1

Customs
To U.S.
To Canada
No

Fuel
Yes
Yes
No

Driving across the border at Fort Frances, Ontario or Baudette, MN, head for Highway 71 north to Kenora. We have 3
highway billboards to help guide you in. We are located 11/2 miles north of the town of Nestor Falls. Turn down Sabaskong Bay Road
(across from the Sunset Shopping Center). Proceed for 1 mile, watch for our small sign, then turn right onto “Tru-Tail Drive,” your home.
Printed in Canada

